
Covid and Kids 

 
At age 75, I am on the back side of life's           

mountain. My formal education is behind me.       
My legal career is behind me. My marriage        
ended after 46 years when my wife died in         
2017. That may seem a dismal recitation, but        
I see it as a silver lining in the Covid-19          
cloud. I have many fewer years of life to         
lose than I did 50, 40 years, n years ago.   

What does the pandemic mean for kids growing up today? A child who dies from               
Covid (very unlikely) will have lost most of his years of life. One whom Covid disables                
(also unlikely) will have decades to suffer from its residual effects. All kids, even those               
spared from death and disability, will have their lives circumscribed by the need to limit               
human contact. 

For the foreseeable future social distancing is keeping us from work, from school,             
from restaurants, from theaters, from sporting events. That is bad for me, as it is for all                 
of us, but most of my life is over. The opportunities of my youth and middle age have                  
been either taken or squandered. 

the chapters that we hoped to write 
are written now or not 

Not so for today's children. They may lose the opportunity I had to live on a college                 
campus,to attend live classes, and to make lifelong friends. The high school class of              
2020 and succeeding years may have to live with mom and dad and see college               
through the window of a home computer screen. 

What do kids think about that? I put three questions to my very bright              
great-nephews, Benjamin (13) and Jonathan (10):  

1. What is Covid-19 as you understand it? 
2. How is the Covid-19 virus affecting you now? 
3. How do you think it will affect you in the future? 

Here are their responses: 

Benjamin: Covid is, as far as I know, an utter nuisance. But in all              
seriousness, it’s a virus that is making our world’s infrastructure          
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be slowly but steadily obliterated. The virus is making it so that I             
can only get half the education that I would normally get, and it is              
making it so that I can’t be with my friends at all. I think, no, I                
KNOW this is going to change the world forever. As far as I know,              
people will have to wear masks forever. It’s depressing, but it’s           
the truth for the foreseeable future.  (emphasis supplied) 

Jonathan: COVID-19 as I understand it is a global pandemic that           
seemingly will never end. The coronavirus currently is affecting         
me by making school crazy, it’s going to make it so I won’t be able               
to have a birthday party, and not letting me go anywhere. I think             
COVID-19 will affect me in the future by permanently changing          
restrictions to be stricter. 

Not surprisingly, Benjamin's comments are more mature than those of his           
younger brother. Jonathan comments on the birthday (August 20) party he will not             
have. He speaks of "school" rather than of his education. School is "crazy," perhaps              
because of mask requirements and restrictions on crowding.  

Benjamin speaks not of school, but of his education: "only half the education              
[he] would normally get." That observation underscores what is perhaps the most            
disheartening effect of social distancing. Now, in mid-August, 2020, parents and           
policymakers must decide between twin perils. If they send their kids to school, they              
may bring home the infection that will kill grandma. If they keep their kids at home, their                 
kids will receive "only half the education they would normally get." 

Benjamin sees a lifetime of wearing masks, of not being with his friends. It is not                
the life that lay ahead of me when I was 13. The plight of my great-nephews brings to                  
mind Anne Frank's life concealed from the Nazis in Amsterdam. What she faced was              
different and far worse than what Benjamin and Jonathan face. What they have in              
common is a youth and a future blighted by a catastrophe. 

Bart Greene 
With invaluable help from Benjamin and Jonathan Cook 
August 20, 2020 
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